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ABSTRACT

Oceanic tracers are transported by oceanic motions of all scales, but only the large scale

motions are resolved by the present-day Earth System Models. In these models, the un-

resolved lateral sub-gridscale tracer transport is generally parameterized through diffusive

closures with a scale-independent diffusion coefficient. However, evidence from observations

and theory suggests that diffusivity varies spatially and is length-scale dependent. Here we

provide new scale-dependent quantification of the global surface diffusivities. To this end we

use a recently developed statistical inversion method, MicroInverse, to diagnose horizontal

surface diffusivities from observed sea surface temperature and idealized model simulation.

We compare the results to theoretical estimates of mixing by the large scale shear and by

the sub-gridscale velocity fluctuations. The diagnosed diffusivity magnitude peaks in the

tropics and western boundary currents with minima in the sub-tropical gyres (∼3000 m2s−1

and ∼100 m2s−1) at ∼40 km scale, respectively. Focusing on the 40-200 km length scale

range, we find that the diffusivity magnitude scales with the length scale to a power (n)

that is between 1.22-1.54 (90% confidence) in the tropics and also peaks at values above 1 in

the boundary currents. In the midlatitudes we find that 0.58 < n < 0.87 (90% confidence).

Comparison to the theory suggests that in regions with n > 1 the horizontal mixing is dom-

inated by large scale shear, whereas in regions where n < 1 the horizontal mixing is due to

processes that are small compared to the 40-200 km length scale range considered in this

study.
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1. Introduction

Ocean modelers discretize the equations of fluid dynamics on a grid, which requires pa-

rameterizing the processes at scales smaller than the resolved grid size (Fox-Kemper et al.

2019). These processes include vertical and horizontal transport of momentum and tracers

by sub-gridscale processes. Our focus here is on the horizontal tracer transport, which is

commonly parameterized using a flux-gradient relationship, i.e., the tracer flux is taken to

be proportional to the product of the large scale tracer gradient and a diffusion tensor.

Whereas the large scale tracer gradient is straightforward to diagnose, the diffusion tensor

is poorly constrained by observations despite its importance for biogeochemistry and cli-

mate (Gnanadesikan et al. 2015, 2017). Various estimates for ocean tracer diffusivity exist,

but an empirical and length scale dependent estimate is lacking. To this end we provide

a global, spatially-varying, empirical estimate of the magnitude of the diffusion tensor and

its dependence on the spatial scale at the ocean surface. We base our estimates on satellite

observations, a tracer simulation, and a recently developed statistical inversion methodology

(MicroInverse, Nummelin et al. 2018; see also Jeffress and Haine 2014a,b). While this paper

and its supplement introduces the MicroInverse method, we encourage the readers who are

interested in understanding the method in detail to read Nummelin et al. (2018).

In its general form the flux-gradient tracer flux FK is

FK = −∇ · (Kt∇χ) (1)

where Kt is the diffusion tensor and χ is the scalar tracer field in question. The full tensor

Kt is often divided into an antisymmetric (advective) part Ka and a symmetric (diffusive)

part K. We focus on the magnitude (κ = ||K|| =
√
κxκy, where κx and κy are the east-west
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and north-south components of the tensor) of the symmetric horizontal tensor K at the

ocean surface (see Appendix A for effects of the mean flow on the tensor components).

Observational and model-based evidence suggest that κ varies in space both at the ocean

surface (Shuckburgh et al. 2009; Marshall et al. 2006; Abernathey and Marshall 2013; Zhur-

bas et al. 2014; Klocker and Abernathey 2014; Busecke et al. 2017; Nummelin et al. 2018),

and at depth (Smith and Marshall 2009; Abernathey et al. 2010; Vollmer and Eden 2013;

Cole et al. 2015; Roach et al. 2018; Bachman et al. 2020). Surface diffusivity also varies in

time with the atmospheric forcing (Shuckburgh et al. 2009; Busecke and Abernathey 2019).

Despite the various methods for estimating lateral diffusivity (see section 2), the magni-

tude of the diffusion ranges between O(100) − O(10000) m2 s−1 and is surface intensified

(op. cit.). However, the above estimates are dominated by the most energetic scales of

the flow (Shuckburgh et al. 2009), whereas we will provide a new scale-aware observational

estimate of lateral surface diffusivity.

Observations and theory also provide evidence for the length scale dependence of κ. Mix-

ing length theory (Prandtl 1925; Vallis 2006), suggests that κ should scale with velocity

fluctuation (urms =
√
u′2 + v′2; where u′ and v′ are the high-pass filtered east-west and

north-south velocity components, respectively) and a characteristic length scale (leddy) as

κ ∼ urmsleddy. (2)

Because larger eddies tend to be more energetic than smaller eddies, the mixing length theory

suggests that κ ∼ lneddy where n > 1. Specifically, at scales smaller than the deformation

radius, i.e. within the enstrophy inertial subrange, kinetic energy grows rapidly with length

scale and one finds κ ∼ l2 (where l is a inverse wavenumber Vallis 2006). At scales larger

than the deformation radius, i.e. within the energy inertial subrange, kinetic energy increase
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with length scale is more modest and one finds κ ∼ l4/3 (Weizsäcker 1948; Vallis 2006). We

will discuss these theoretical relations in more detail in section 2.b.

Observations suggest that both the energy inertial subrange and the enstrophy inertial

subrange describe the kinetic energy spectra in parts of the world oceans. For example,

Okubo (1971) synthesized observations of tracer (mostly rhodamine dye) spreading between

1 m - 1000 km scales at the surface ocean. He found a power-law scaling between diffusivity

and length scale, with an exponent of 1.15 similar to, albeit smaller than, 4/3 suggested

by the energy inertial subrange. Similar exponents are found in more recent studies, both

with observations (Ollitrault et al. 2005; van Sebille et al. 2015) and models (Bracco et al.

2018). Ollitrault et al. (2005) find support for a l2 scaling in Lagrangian float observations

at scales below 40 km at 700 dbar depth in the eastern North Atlantic, but generally, there is

much less observational evidence for such an enstrophy inertial subrange scaling. Moreover,

despite the theoretical, observational, and model based work, there are no estimates (to our

knowledge) of the spatial variability of the diffusivity–length scale relationship in the global

ocean which we provide here.

As we move towards global coupled climate models at resolutions that are eddy-

permitting/resolving at low latitudes, but eddy suppressing at high latitudes, the diffusivity-

length scale relationship becomes important and should guide the development of scale-aware

eddy-diffusivity and momentum closures (Hallberg 2013; Zanna et al. 2017; Bachman et al.

2017b; Pearson et al. 2017; Jansen et al. 2019; Bachman 2019; Zanna 2019). For exam-

ple, several global earth system models participating in the Coupled Model Intercomparison

Project (CMIP) simulations use spatially uniform diffusion coefficients in their ocean models

(see https://es-doc.org for CMIP6 and Farneti et al. 2015 for CMIP5 models). Further-

more, most models that use the Gent-McWilliams (Gent and Mcwilliams 1990; Gent et al.
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1995) and Redi (Redi 1982) mesoscale eddy parameterization assume that the eddy induced

transport and diffusion coefficients (κGM and κREDI , respectively) are the same although it

remains unclear how the two are related. Similarly, the recent suggestions for scale-aware

parameterizations cited above do not consider scale dependence of tracer diffusivity.

Here we provide a global, empirical, scale-dependent, estimate of κ at the ocean surface.

It is based on satellite observations of sea surface temperature and idealized tracer simula-

tions. We also compare our diffusivity estimate to theory in order to assess which processes

contribute to mixing in different ocean regions.

The paper is structured as follows: in section 2.a we present the MicroInverse method

we use to estimate κ (see also the supplementary material and Nummelin et al. 2018) and

in 2.b we review theory that links diffusivity to the kinetic energy spectra. Appendix A

provides a link between the magnitude of the diffusivity tensor (focus of this paper) and

suppressed across stream diffusivity (discussed in the literature). In sections 3 we shortly

present the data sources, but give more details in Appendix B. We present the main results

for diagnosed diffusivity fields and their length scale dependence in section 4.a-b and compare

our results to theoretical estimates of sub-gridscale diffusivity in section 4.c (see Appendix

C for background to the theoretical diffusivity estimates). We summarize and discuss our

results in a wider context of sub-gridscale parameterizations in section 5.

2. Theory and Methods

The magnitude of the diffusion tensor, κ, can be estimated with tracer methods such as

the effective diffusivity (Nakamura 1996; Shuckburgh et al. 2009, and references therein)

and the Osborn-Cox diffusivity (Osborn and Cox 1972; Abernathey and Marshall 2013),

with Lagrangian drifter statistics (see LaCasce 2008, for a review, and Klocker et al. 2012b;
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Wagner et al. 2019 for comparison of drifter and tracer based methods), or with the mixing-

length framework (e.g. Armi and Stommel 1983; Cole et al. 2015). Yet another approach is

to use linear stability analysis (Vollmer and Eden 2013). All these estimates describe the

intensity of mixing in the flow, but they are not well suited for estimating sub-gridscale

diffusivity at a given scale, because they are dominated by the most energetic scales of

the flow (Shuckburgh et al. 2009). A more comprehensive approach is to estimate the

full diffusion tensor Kt using multiple tracers (Abernathey et al. 2013; Bachman and Fox-

Kemper 2013; Bachman et al. 2015, 2017a, 2020). This multiple tracer approach has been

applied successfully in models, but it is difficult to apply to observations because it requires

multiple tracers with different orientations to the mean flow. We use the MicroInverse

method (Nummelin et al. 2018), which is scale dependent and requires only one tracer field.

We collect the different symbols and terminology in table 1 which the reader might find

helpful when reading this section.

a. MicroInverse

MicroInverse uses the spatial covariances in a tracer field to estimate K. Our estimates

are based on the satellite records of sea surface temperature and idealized tracer simulations

(see section 2.5 for a description of the data). Here we provide a summary of the MicroIn-

verse methodology and further details can be found in Nummelin et al. (2018) and in the

supplementary material.

Assuming that the time (t) evolution of anomalies in a tracer field (x) behaves as a linear

system with a stochastic forcing (f) we can write:

d

dt
x(t) = Bx(t) + f(t), (3)
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where x(t) is a M × 1 vector of tracer anomalies at M spatial locations, B is a constant

M ×M matrix operator containing all the processes acting on the tracer field, and f(t) is

the M × 1 stochastic forcing vector, representing the sources and sinks of tracer anomalies.

The goal is to solve for B (Herterich and Hasselmann 1987; Penland and Magorian 1993;

Penland and Sardeshmukh 1995; Piterbarg and Ostrovskii 1997; Penland and Matrosova

1998; Ostrovskii and Piterbarg 2000; Ostrovskii and Font 2003; Deser et al. 2003; Newman

2007; Alexander et al. 2008; Zanna 2012; Penland and Hartten 2014). We assume that the

forcing f has a shorter auto-correlation timescale than the tracer x, which allows us to write

(see Nummelin et al. 2018, for derivations)

B =
1

τ
log
([

x(t+ τ)xT (t)
] [

x(t)xT (t)
]−1)

. (4)

Here, the multiplication of x by its transpose (xT ) results in covariance matrices, τ is a lead

time, [·]−1 denotes a matrix inverse, and log denotes a matrix natural logarithm. We assume

that the lead time τ is in-between the auto-correlation timescales of the forcing (f) and the

response (x).

Whereas (4) is based on a continuous infinite tracer timeseries x(t), in reality we only

possess finite, noisy timeseries. We can therefore only derive an estimate of the response

function. Moreover, naive computation of (4) is problematic because (i) the matrix inverse

scales poorly with M and (ii) the resulting B estimate is unreasonably sensitive to spurious

far-field covariances. In other words, (4) does not exploit the assumption that B represents

a local differential operator. Therefore, we estimate B iteratively for each of the M points of

interest using a modified version of (4) that replaces the M ×M matrices in the argument

to the matrix logarithm with (small) P × P matrices local to each point of interest. Here,

we use a 5-point stencil (P = 5; 4 cells surrounding the central [i, j] cell at right angles,
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see Fig. 1) and denote the locally-estimated properties with a hat, B̂. See Herterich and

Hasselmann (1987); Ostrovskii and Piterbarg (2000); Ostrovskii and Font (2003); Jeffress

and Haine (2014b) and Nummelin et al. (2018) for similar approaches and discussion. In

many predictability applications the problem is simplified by using a reduced basis set e.g.,

empirical orthogonal functions (Penland and Magorian 1993, and references therein) or by

using large scale averages (Frankignoul et al. 1998). Such approaches can be successful for

prediction, but they cannot be used for local parameter inversion, which is the goal here.

The final step is to connect B̂ to ocean kinematics. We assume that the time evolu-

tion of the tracer field is governed by an advection-diffusion-relaxation operator (see the

supplementary material of this paper and Nummelin et al. 2018, for details):

B̂⇐⇒ Û · ∇ −∇ · K̂∇− r̂. (5)

Here Û is the time mean velocity vector, K̂ is the time mean diffusion tensor, and r̂ is the

time mean decay rate. We solve for the diffusion tensor, the velocity vector (that describes

the velocity at which the anomalies propagate; including contributions from both resolved

and sub-gridscale velocities), and the decay timescale by discretizing (5) on the local P ×P

(Fig. 1) stencil using central differences. This leads to the following system of equations

B̂ι+2
i,j+1 =

κ̂y

∆y2
− 1

2∆y

(
v̂ − ∆κ̂y

∆y

)
B̂ι+1
i+1,j =

κ̂x

∆x2
− 1

2∆x

(
û− ∆κ̂x

∆x

)
B̂ι
i,j = − 2κ̂x

∆x2
− 2κ̂y

∆y2
− r̂

B̂ι−1
i−1,j =

κ̂x

∆x2
+

1

2∆x

(
û− ∆κ̂x

∆x

)
B̂ι−2
i,j−1 =

κ̂y

∆y2
+

1

2∆y

(
v̂ − ∆κ̂y

∆y

)
, (6)
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where ∆x and ∆y are the horizontal grid sizes of the data in the x and y directions. The B̂

in (5) is a local P ×P matrix defined by (4) and its relevant elements are those that depend

on cross-covariances between the central point (i, j) and the surrounding points on the local

stencil (Fig. 1). These elements are collected in vector B̂ in (6). The B̂ superscripts refer

to the vector indices whereas the subscripts refer to the corresponding index in the stencil

(Fig. 1). From (6) we solve for the 5 unknowns (2 components of velocity and diffusivity,

and the decay timescale). For brevity, we focus on the Cartesian components of K̂ that are

relevant here:

κ̂x =
∆x2

2

(
B̂ι−1
i−1,j + B̂ι+1

i+1,j

)
,

κ̂y =
∆y2

2

(
B̂ι−2
i,j−1 + B̂ι+2

i,j+1

)
. (7)

Iterating equation (7) for all M locations yields a complete estimate of K. Following Num-

melin et al. (2018) we do not apply the method at boundary locations or impose any bound-

ary conditions. The 5-point stencil does not provide the off-diagonal components of K and

we simply assume that they are zero. Therefore, in regions where the diffusion ellipse is

not aligned with the Cartesian grid and the eccentricity of the diffusivity ellipse is high,

we underestimate the magnitude of K. In future, one could alleviate this issue by aligning

the local stencil with the orientation of the local correlation ellipse (Lumpkin and Johnson

2013).

MicroInverse provides a statistical estimate of diffusivity that is independent of the un-

derlying processes that contribute to the sub-gridscale tracer transport. These processes

cause an initial tracer anomaly to spread to its surroundings and MicroInverse provides a

statistical measure of the spreading rate. In this manuscript we use theory to separate these

processes into transport by sub-gridscale velocity fluctuations and by large scale shear and
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strain (see sections 2.a-b, respectively). In the rest of the manuscript we adopt the following

terminology:

• We use sub-gridscale for scales that are smaller than the MicroInverse stencil size (Fig.

1) and sub-gridscale stirring for tracer transport by sub-gridscale velocity fluctuations.

• We use shear for the tracer transport by large scale shear dispersion.

• We use mixing and diffusion as a generic terms for tracer spreading without any as-

sumption about the underlying process causing it.

Here we choose to use sub-gridscale stirring instead of, for example, sub-gridscale mixing,

because physically the sub-gridscales considered in this study are still dominated by stirring

by mesoscale eddies. The sub-gridscale stirring appears as diffusion when diagnosed with

MicroInverse at coarser resolution.

b. Diffusivity and the Kinetic Energy Spectra

To understand the scale dependence of diffusivity in a broader context, we shortly review

the theory linking the diffusivity to the Kinetic Energy Spectra. A large part of modern

mesoscale eddy parameterizations, and our understanding of mixing, relies on the mixing

length theory, (2). The mixing length theory itself is based on a concept of turbulent diffusion

in which a tracer is mixed by velocity fluctuations with a characteristic length scale leddy.

Depending on the assumptions of underlying kinetic energy spectra one can derive different

diffusivity-length scale relations. Within the energy inertial subrange, the kinetic energy

spectrum has the form KE = ε2/3l5/3 where l is an inverse wavenumber and ε is the kinetic

energy flux in wavenumber space (constant within the subrange). Noting that urms =
√

∂KE
∂l
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and substituting to (2) gives

κ ∼ ε1/3l4/3. (8)

Within the enstrophy inertial subrange, which corresponds to the non-local regime of relative-

dispersion (Bennett 1984), stirring is dominated by the large scale flow. The kinetic energy

spectrum takes the form KE = ν2/3l3 where ν is the enstrophy flux (constant within the

subrange; Z is enstrophy defined as the vorticity variance, i.e. squared curl of the velocity

field, Z = |∇ × u|2; Vallis 2006) and substituting to (2) gives

κ ∼ ν1/3l2. (9)

In more general terms n > 1 simply implies that there is more kinetic energy available for

mixing at larger spatial scales. One expects to find n > 1 at small length scales, but to drop

below 1 as the length scale grows beyond the locally dominating scale of flow and diffusivity

approaches a constant.

It is also worth noting that equations (8) and (9) are based on dimensional arguments and

therefore they do not provide unique solutions. For example, Bennett (1984, 1987) argues

that the exponential growth of particle separation, that has been used to argue for the

enstrophy inertial subrange (eq. 9; Ollitrault et al. 2005; Vallis 2006), is achieved whenever

the kinetic energy spectrum is proportional to ln and n ≥ 3. Similarly, Okubo (1971) and

Bennett (1987) show that shear flow leads to a l4/3 diffusivity scaling, and thus the presence

of a 4/3 exponent does not necessarily indicate an energy inertial subrange. In realistic

ocean different flow regimes are expected to co-exist and therefore we do not expect to see a

clear evidence of any theoretically predicted diffusivity-length scale relationship in our time

mean estimates of the surface ocean diffusivity.
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In the remainder of this paper, with the above caveats in mind, we will use the length scale

dependence of the MicroInverse estimates together with theoretical estimates (see section

4.c) to gain insight into the processes underlying the diagnosed diffusivities.

3. Data

A detailed description of the data products and related data processing can be found in

Appendix B, but here we list the main data sources. The MicroInverse diffusivity estimates

are based on two data sources: i) the OI-SST (AVHRR only) record for 1982–2017 at 0.25◦

resolution (Reynolds et al. 2007, see also Banzon and Reynolds (last modified, Jun 16 2018))

ii) a kinematic tracer experiment in an idealized 2D configuration of the MITgcm (Marshall

et al. 1997) with a horizontal resolution of 0.1◦ on a regular latitude/longitude grid for 1993–

2017. In section 4.c we also use theoretical estimates of the sub-gridscale stirring and large

scale shear-driven mixing that are based on surface ocean velocities at 0.25◦ resolution from

the Copernicus-Globcurrent product (combination of altimeter data with estimated Ekman

flow; Rio et al. 2014).

4. Results

We focus on the scale-dependence and spatial distribution of κ. In sections 4.a and 4.b we

discuss the MicroInverse based estimates, which we then compare to theory in section 4.c.

In the following, subscripts distinguish between sea surface temperature anomaly (SSTA)

and idealized tracer simulation (MITgcm) based diffusivities.

13
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a. Spatial Structure

Figure 2a shows that κSSTA at 0.5◦ resolution peaks in the tropics (κSSTA ∼ 2500 m2 s−1)

and around the boundary currents (κSSTA ∼ 1500 m2 s−1), whereas minima are found on the

eastern flanks of the subtropical gyres (κSSTA ∼ 100 m2 s−1). This pattern is the same for

κMITgcm (Fig. 2b-c), but diffusivities are weaker than κSSTA outside the tropics. κMITgcm

peaks at ∼ 1000 m2 s−1 in the boundary currents. There are also large areas where κMITgcm

is below 250 m2 s−1, with minimum diffusivities at O(10) m2 s−1 (values below the model

grid scale diffusivity of 25 m2 s−1 are not reliable).

The peak diffusivities are generally co-located with regions of high kinetic energy (red con-

tours in Fig. 2a-c). We do not expect any diffusivity suppression by the mean flow because

we consider diffusivity magnitude and not the across stream diffusivity (see Appendix A and

Ferrari and Nikurashin 2010; Abernathey et al. 2010; Klocker et al. 2012a).

Despite the broadly similar spatial patterns, κSSTA is ∼ 300 m2 s−1 larger than κMITgcm

in the midlatitudes. We relate this difference to the mixing process behind our diffusion

estimates. Diffusion of temperature anomalies involves the modification of the temperature

field by the velocity field (specifically, by the so called eddy-swirl component due to a phase

shift between tracer and sea level anomalies, not by coherent advection of eddies; Hausmann

and Czaja 2012; Villas Boas et al. 2015; Amores et al. 2016; Abernathey and Haller 2018).

For such modification to happen, there needs to be an eddy velocity component across the

temperature contours.

The idealized tracer experiments advect the temperature tracer with geostrophic velocities.

Therefore, lateral tracer mixing can only take place if the the sea level field (that sets

the geostrophic velocity field) and the surface temperature field are misaligned with each

14
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other (Rhines and Young 1983). In addition to the geostrophic motions, the observed sea

surface temperature can be modified by ageostrophic motions. Therefore the difference

between κSSTA and κMITgcm could be due to at least the following two reasons: (i) The

simulated tracer is closely aligned with the mean currents, because it is restored towards the

annual mean surface temperature field and the altimetry based velocity fields that drive the

simulations are geostropic and lack variability at short timescales (not shown). We suggest

that the restoring suppresses especially the large scale variability - we will discuss this in the

next section. (ii) Ageostrophic motions, vertical mixing in the ocean, and small scale mixing

in the atmosphere (via air-sea heat exchange) might enhance the diagnosed κSSTA (note that

the large scale atmospheric signals have been removed by spatial filtering; Nummelin et al.

2018). None of these processes operate in the tracer simulations.

b. Scale Dependence

Diffusion is used in models to parameterize the sub-gridscale tracer transport. We expect

a relationship between diffusivity and model grid size because the grid size limits the size

of the resolved scales, and therefore the intensity of the sub-gridscale stirring and large

scale shear. As mentioned in section 1, dimensional arguments suggest that the diffusivity

depends on a length scale (κ ∝ ln).

Figure 3 shows the diffusivity estimates as a function of the effective MicroInverse grid

size in the major ocean basins in both hemispheres (see figure caption for details) and

Table 2 collects the exponents in the 40-200km range in the same regions. κSSTA shows

1.22 < n < 1.54 in the 40-200km range (90% confidence) and n ≥ 1 scaling for 60km ≤ l ≤

1000km in the tropics. The magnitudes range from O(103) m2 s−1 at l ∼ 60km to O(105)

m2 s−1 at l ∼ 1000km. In the midlatitudes n < 1 for 40km ≤ l ≤ 200km and averaging
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over the 30◦-40◦ latitude band in both hemispheres gives 0.58 < n < 0.87 (90% confidence,

Fig. S1). The magnitudes range from ∼ 500 m2 s−1 at l ∼ 40km to ∼ 1000 m2 s−1 at

∼ 200km. The extra-tropical regions show some increase in n for l >400km, with diffusivity

magnitude peaking at O(104) m2 s−1 at l ∼ 900km. The extra-tropical increase in n at

large l is most likely due to the large scale shear related to the boundary currents. κMITgcm

show less difference between the tropics and the extra-tropics, with 1.02 < n < 1.18 (90%

confidence; Table 2) in the tropics and 0.8 < n < 0.93 in the midlatitudes (90% confidence;

Table S1 and Fig. S1) for 40km< l <200km.

A closer look at the spatial structure of the exponent n for 40km ≤ l ≤ 200km (Fig. 4)

reveals that the regions with n > 1 are found not only in the tropics but also near boundary

currents (especially along the Antarctic Circumpolar Current and the Gulf Stream/North

Atlantic current). Regions where n < 1 are found in the gyre interiors, specifically in the

eastern flanks of the subtropical gyres. These results are consistent with the underlying

scales of motion: in the tropics and around boundary currents there are flow structures up

to O(1000)km scale (e.g. jets, jet meanders, and tropical instability waves), whereas in the

gyre interiors the largest flow structures are the mesoscale eddies that are limited in size

by the local deformation radius of O(100)km. In the tropics and around boundary currents

the diffusivity can increase with length scale beyond the local eddy scale because of the

shear/strain associated with large scale flow. In the absence of the large scale flow, the

diffusivity increase with l flattens out at scales larger than the eddy scale. Therefore, there

is little increase in the diffusivity (n is small) above the local eddy length scale in the gyre

interiors (Fig 4; see also supplementary figure S2 and the next section).
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c. Mechanistic interpretation of diagnosed diffusivity

To gain insight into space and scale dependence of the surface diffusivity estimates, we

consider two effects that contribute to the sub-gridscale tracer transport: sub-gridscale

stirring (magnitude denoted by κs; defined in Appendix B.a), and two formulations of large

scale shear (magnitudes denoted by κl1 and κl2; both defined in Appendix B.b).

In the extra-tropics, both the sub-gridscale stirring and the large scale shear have spatial

structure that is qualitatively similar to the spatial structure of κSSTA and κMITgcm at 0.5◦

scale (Fig. 5). Diffusivity is high in the western boundary currents, but small in the eastern

subtropical gyres. However, only when integrating the large scale shear over all length scales

(κl2) can we explain the tropical peak in κSSTA and κMITgcm (Fig. 6). In contrast, both

sub-gridscale stirring (κs) and grid scale shear (κl1) fail to explain the peak because both

the kinetic energy and shear are weak at ∼40km scale.

In terms of length scale dependence (slope n) between 40km ≤ l ≤ 200km, all the theo-

retical estimates also distinguish between the tropics (large n) and midlatitudes (small n;

Figures 7 and 8; compare to empirical estimates in Figs. 3 and 4). However κl1 and κs

produce results that are closest to κSSTA scaling (Figs. 7b and 8b,d). Because κl2 is based

on an integral formulation of κl1 its length scale dependence is weaker than that of κl1 by

definition (Figs. 7c and 8c,d).

So far, the results have pointed towards the importance of the shear driven mixing over

sub-gridscale stirring, at least in the tropics. To further examine their relative contributions

we use their linear combination:

κs,l(h) = b1κs(h) + b2κl(h), (10)
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where b1 and b2 are the dimensionless parameters κl is the magnitude of the large scale

shear-driven mixing as defined either in (C3) or (C4). We sweep over the (b1, b2) parameter

space and compare κMITgcm to κs,l at 0.5◦ and 2.5◦ resolutions, in the tropics (15◦S-15◦N)

and the midlatitudes (between 15◦ and 60◦ in both hemispheres), separately. Figure 9

shows the comparison using three different metrics: The background color shows a mean

absolute percentage error (MAPE = 〈(|κMITgcm−κs,l|)/κMITgcm〉) where the angle brackets

denote spatial average; black and white contours are measures of linear correlation; the

black contours show the linear least-squares regression slope and the white contours show

the squared Pearson correlation coefficient (i.e. degree of spatial variance explained similar

to Fig. 6; See Figure S3 for comparison to κSSTA). The optimal (b1, b2) space is found where

MAPE is small, the regression slope is one, and the squared Pearson correlation coefficient

is high (thick red ellipses show qualitatively where such optima is found). The thin red

lines illustrate the ratio between the large scale shear-driven mixing and the sub-gridscale

stirring.

The optimum (red ellipse: highest correlation, low MAPE distance and slope ∼1) at the

0.5◦ scale is found when the shear driven mixing dominates, both in the tropics and in

the midlatitudes (Figure 9 and Fig. S3a; panels a, c, e, g). In general (10) explains at

most ∼40% (∼30%) of the κMITgcm pattern in the tropics (midlatitudes). The combination

of κl1 and κs forms a notable exception in the tropical band as both κl1 and κs fail to

reproduce the κMITgcm pattern (Fig. 9). At larger scales, we expect that the sub-gridscale

stirring better explains the diagnosed diffusivities because a larger part of the kinetic energy

spectra becomes sub-gridscale. At 2.5◦ scale the optima are found when both shear and

sub-gridscale stirring have close to equal contribution to κs,l, which explains at most ∼50%

(∼40%) of the κMITgcm pattern in the tropics (midlatitudes; Fig. 9 panels d and h). None
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of the theoretical formulations tested here provide a complete description of the diagnosed

diffusivities. However, the results do suggest that large scale shear dominates the tracer

diffusion at ∼40km scale in the tropics, whereas at larger scales and in the midlatitudes,

both sub-gridscale stirring and large scale shear are important.

5. Summary and Discussion

We present empirical, tracer based, diffusivity estimates at the ocean surface that vary

in space and depend on the scales of motion. We find that sea surface temperature based

diffusivity is high (O(1000)m2s−1) in the tropics and around boundary currents, and weak

in the eastern side of the subtropical gyres (O(100)m2s−1). The results show a power-

law dependence between the estimated diffusivities and scale at which the diffusivity is

estimated. In the 40–200km range, we find that the exponent n is between 1.22-1.54 (90%

confidence; Table 2) in the tropics, peaks at values above 1 in the boundary currents,

and is 0.58 < n < 0.87 (90% confidence; Table S1) in the midlatitudes. Because the

tropics and the boundary currents are 1) characterized by strong shear flow 2) not well

characterized by 3-dimensional isotropic turbulence, we suggest that the observed n is due

to shear flow and not due to the energy-inertial subrange even if broadly consistent with the

n ∼ 4/3 scaling. This conclusion is in agreement with Okubo (1971) and Bennett (1987)

who demonstrated that n ∼ 4/3 is expected also in shear flow. Further support for the

importance of shear comes from a direct comparison between the diagnosed diffusivities

and theoretical diffusivity estimates: we find that the spatial patterns of tracer diffusivity

and the sea surface temperature diffusivity in the tropics are best explained by large scale

shear at 50 km grid size (Fig. 9). On larger scales, and at midlatitudes, eddies are small

compared to the grid size and sub-gridscale stirring can explain a larger part of the diagnosed
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diffusivities. Figure 10 illustrates these results and their relation to the background processes

- thus summarizing our main results.

Our main results can also be seen from the perspective of the local and non-local dispersion

regimes recognized in the literature (Eckart 1948; Bennett 1984, 1987; Garrett 2006, and

references therein). In the non-local regime, the tracer dispersion is dominated by the large

scale shear which separates a tracer patch into long streaks before the cross-streak diffusion

homogenizes the tracer field. The local regime is dominated by eddies that are of the size

of the tracer patch, and the tracer field is rapidly homogenized. Our results suggest that

the non-local regime dominates in the tropics as the integral formulation of the large scale

stirring (C4) best reproduces the estimated diffusivities. In the midlatitudes, both regimes

are present and our results suggest that both could play an important role in the sub-

gridscale mixing. However, other studies, suggest that the large scale flow (i.e. non-local

regime) dominates Lagrangian dispersion (and diffusivity) at least over the Gulf Stream

(Poje et al. 2010) and the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (Balwada et al. 2019, in review).

The qualitative results arising from this study are robust: the conclusions are similar in

two different data-sets and across the ensemble covering several time intervals. However,

quantitatively, the results are sensitive to at least two main factors which we summarize

here. (i) Seasonality. The results presented here are time mean estimates over several years.

However, in many regions, the mesoscale activity changes seasonally (e.g. Busecke et al.

2017; Ducet et al. 2000) and we expect that the diffusivity magnitudes and the length scale

dependence would change if estimated with data from a single season only. (ii) Off-diagonal

components of the diffusion tensor. In regions where the diffusion tensor is not aligned with

the Cartesian latitude-longitude grid and the eccentricity of the diffusivity ellipse is high,

we underestimate the magnitude of the tensor. We expect that the underestimation is most
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pronounced in regions of western boundary currents that are often aligned in ∼45◦ angle to

the Cartesian grid (see also Appendix A).

The diffusivity estimates presented in this paper are based on the spatial covariance prop-

erties of a tracer field and the methodology can be applied to any two-dimensional scalar

field. For example, the MicroInverse method could be applied to tracers or layer thick-

ness on isopycnal coordinates which would lead to estimates that are directly relevant for

the widely adopted Gent & McWilliams and Redi (GM-Redi) eddy parameterization (Redi

1982; Gent and Mcwilliams 1990; Gent et al. 1995; Gent 2011). However, in addition to

estimating the diffusion tensor, there are other challenges to the sub-gridscale mixing pa-

rameterizations; (i) The tracer transport in the GM-Redi-framework depends not only on

the diffusion tensor, but also on the slope of the neutral surface which is challenging to

estimate (for recent advances, see Groeskamp et al. 2019). (ii) Models are known to be

sensitive to how the GM-Redi-framework is applied in the surface mixed layer, where the

isopycnals outcrop and can be vertically oriented (Danabasoglu et al. 2008; Farneti et al.

2015). We envision that diagnosing surface and subsurface (along isopycnal) diffusivities

using MicroInverse could provide guidance on how this transformation can be done in the

existing parameterizations (Griffies 2004; Ferrari et al. 2008, 2010; Mak et al. 2018). (iii)

In most practical implementations of the GM-Redi-framework the advective and diffusive

parts of the full diffusion tensor (Kt) are described by the same diffusion coefficient (Griffies

1998). MicroInverse could be used to estimate the two coefficients and quantify their rela-

tion given suitable data. (iv) Most present-day mesoscale eddy parameterizations take the

mixing length theory (eq. 2) as their starting point, similar to the sub-gridscale stirring

estimate used in section 4c. However, in most model implementations the eddy energy is

estimated using Eady theory, although parameterizations that carry prognostic eddy energy
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equation are developing (Mak et al. 2018; Jansen et al. 2019; Bachman 2019). Introducing

Eady growth rate (σ; Vallis 2006) to mixing length theory gives κ ∼ σl2 (where l is a length

scale; see e.g. Eden et al. 2009, for a comparison of a few different implementations) and

links the diffusivity to stratification in these parameterizations. However, our results em-

phasize the role of shear driven mixing (Le Sommer et al. 2011) that is able to explain a

large part (> 50%, in the tropics; > 30% in the midlatitudes) of the spatial variability of the

diagnosed diffusivity magnitude (see also Poje et al. 2010; Balwada et al. 2019, in review).

Originally, Le Sommer et al. (2011) derived the theory of shear driven mixing for mesoscale

resolving models, but our results suggest that such a parameterization should be used also

in coarser resolution models.

In addition to the shear, the fact that κMITgcm is generally smaller than κSSTA and has

weaker length-scale dependence, suggests that processes not considered in present-day eddy-

parameterizations can be important for lateral tracer mixing. We suggest that the difference

follows from the sea surface temperature based diffusivities being enhanced by small scale

processes (such as air-sea interaction or sub-mesoscale motions) and the idealized tracer

being closely aligned with the velocity field. This close alignment is due to a combination of

factors including the relatively coarse resolution of the underlying altimetry based velocity

field and the tracer restoring to initial conditions at monthly timescale.
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APPENDIX A

Effect of Strong Mean Flow on the Diffusivity Tensor

Here we illustrate the effect of a strong mean flow on the diffusivity tensor K. We demon-

strate that it does not change the magnitude of diffusivity, but it elongates the diffusion

ellipse along the flow direction and squeezes it in the cross stream direction.
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Begin with the along stream diffusivity. Taylor (1953) and Aris (1956) suggest that shear

dispersion enhances the along stream diffusivity (originally derived for pipeflow). Taking the

diffusivity to be half the growth rate of the tracer variance, Aris (1956, see their equation

(41), note the slightly different notation) arrives at

κalong = κm

(
1 + a0

U2L2

κ2m

)
, (A1)

where κalong is the shear-enhanced along stream diffusivity, κm is the mean along stream

diffusivity over the pipe cross-section, a0 is a constant (a0 � 1), which in the pipe flow

depends on the pipe geometry, U is the velocity scale, and L is a length scale. In the

pipe flow U and L are the maximum velocity and the diameter of the pipe, respectively.

Combining (A1) with the mixing length theory, i.e. κm ∼ urmsl, and assuming that the

length scales l and L are the same (or linearly related) we can write

κalong = κm

(
1 + a1

U2

u2rms

)
, (A2)

where a1 is a constant. This theory was derived for pipe flow, but it has been applied in the

ocean to explain horizontal mixing enhanced by the vertical shear (e.g., Young et al. 1982,

and references therein).

Now consider the across stream diffusivity. Ferrari and Nikurashin (2010) discuss the

suppression of across stream diffusivity in the Southern Ocean by the mean flow. They

use a stochastic surface quasi-geostrophic model and take the across stream diffusivity to

be the ratio between across stream tracer flux and across stream tracer gradient (for which

they derive analytical expressions in their model). They relate eddy phase speed to the

mean current speed, eddy decorrelation time scale to eddy strain rate, and assume isotropic

turbulence, which allows them to express the across-stream diffusivity κacross as (see their
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equation 17, and note again the slightly different notation)

κacross =
κ0(

1 + a2
U2
0

u2rms

) , (A3)

where a2 is a constant and κ0 is the diffusivity without the mean flow U0.

The two theories suggest that the mean flow enhances the along stream diffusivity, but

suppresses the across stream diffusivity. Taking κ0 = a3urmsl and assuming that κ0 = κm,

U = U0, and a3 = a2 = a1, we see that (A2) and (A3) are related by the same scaling factor:

κalong = κ0

(
1 + a1

U2

u2rms

)
κacross = κ0

(
1 + a1

U2

u2rms

)−1
. (A4)

Although simplifying assumptions (Aris 1956; Ferrari and Nikurashin 2010) are required to

reach (A4), the result is important and enlightening: (A4) indicates that the mean flow

does not modify the diffusivity magnitude (
√
κalongκaccross = κ0 i.e., the area of the diffusion

ellipse is preserved). Instead, it elongates the diffusion ellipses along the flow direction and

contracts them across it.

APPENDIX B

Data sources and processing

a. Data sources

For the best results, the MicroInverse methodology requires long relatively high-time res-

olution gridded timeseries (Nummelin et al. 2018). Satellite-based data are well suited for

the purpose which is why we use the global sea surface temperature anomalies from the

OI-SST (AVHRR only) record for 1982–2017 at 0.25◦ resolution (Reynolds et al. 2007, see

also Banzon and Reynolds (last modified, Jun 16 2018)).
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To avoid issues related to sampling and noise in observations, we also diagnose diffusiv-

ity from a kinematic tracer experiment in an idealized 2D configuration of the MITgcm

(Marshall et al. 1997) with a horizontal resolution of 0.1◦ on a regular latitude/longitude

grid for 1993–2017. The model tracer field is initialized with mean satellite sea surface

temperature (based on AMSR-E data; Reynolds et al. 2007) and then prescribed velocities

are used to solve the 2D advection-diffusion equation. The passive temperature tracer field

relaxes towards the initial conditions with a restoring timescale of one month. The pre-

scribed velocity field is based on an altimetry based velocity field (geostrophic velocities,

calculated with β-plane approximation in the tropics; see Rio et al. 2016, for details) that is

linearly interpolated from the Aviso 0.25◦ grid onto the finer model grid and then corrected

to be non-divergent following Abernathey and Marshall (2013). As a result, tracer mixing

at scales between 0.1◦-0.25◦ is purely driven by shear and strain in the mesoscale flow field

(similar to Le Sommer et al. 2011). We note that the non-divergence correction introduces

spurious variability at the basin scale (Busecke and Abernathey 2019), but this does not

affect our estimates as we consider smaller scales. The simulation has a constant uniform

explicit horizontal sub-gridscale diffusivity of 25 m2 s−1. All data products have daily time-

resolution, although the effective time resolution is lower for the sea surface temperature

data (Reynolds et al. 2007) and for the sea level data used to drive the idealized model

simulation.

b. Data Processing

The code for reproducing the data processing is available at https://doi.org/10.5281/

zenodo.4126315.
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1) MicroInverse estimates

We define the anomalies at every grid point as departures from the daily averages and we

remove any linear trends in time. Since we remove the daily averages, we do not remove

seasonality explicitly by, for example, fitting periodic signals. In addition, we remove the

large scale mean from the OI-SST data (moving area average of 4×8 latitude-longitude box:

the inversion is insensitive to the choice of the filter size; Nummelin et al. 2018) in order to

minimize the atmospheric imprint. We perform this step only for OI-SST data because the

tracer simulation is free of such atmospheric imprints by construction.

The OI-SST data set is produced from noisy observations with gaps in both space and

time using filtering, interpolation, and extrapolation. In order to obtain robust diffusivity

estimates from such data we take a Monte-Carlo approach. We split the full timeseries in 30

segments, each 10-years long, and estimate the diffusivity for each segment separately with

MicroInverse. Here we focus on the median diffusivity values over the 30 member ensemble.

For consistency, we use the same approach with the tracer simulations.

2) Spatial Filtering and Length Scales

The scale dependent estimates of κ are based on temperature and tracer fields that are

regridded to coarser resolutions using first order conservative remapping (Ramshaw 1985)

as implemented in the EMSF software (Coquart and Valcke 2020) and in its higher level

interface, the xesmf python package (Zhuang et al. 2020). The results are then regridded to

a common 2◦ grid and the scale dependence is estimated from a linear fit in log-log space

(the choice of the common grid-scale does not affect the main results). Because MicroInverse

uses a 5-point stencil to estimate the diffusivity, the nominal length scale of these estimates

is twice the grid size of the dataset from which the diffusivity is estimated (Fig. 1).
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To implement (C2) and (C4), we low-pass filter the velocity data with a Gaussian filter

(following Aluie et al. 2018; Aluie 2018, see Appendix B) and define the small scale velocity

field (us) as the residual between the original velocity field (u) and the low-pass filtered

velocity field (ul). The smallest filter size (h0) is 3 by 3 grid cells, which we compare to

the MicroInverse diffusivity at 0.5◦ scale (5-point stencil on a 0.25◦ grid, see Fig. 1) as they

are associated with similar length scales. In section 4.c we also compare the theoretical

diffusivity estimates at a 15×15 grid cell filter size and MicroInverse diffusivities at 2.5◦

resolution.

3) Spatial filtering of velocity on the sphere

Spatial filtering of a vector field on a spherical surface is less straightforward than filtering

a scalar field. Following Aluie et al. (2018) and Aluie (2018) we filter the velocity field

by first decomposing it into a velocity potential and streamfunction using the Helmholtz-

Hodge decomposition. To this end we use the pyNHHD python package (Bhatia et al. 2014),

which we have modified to accommodate spherical surfaces (modified Python code available

at https://github.com/AleksiNummelin/naturalHHD/tree/spherical). The decomposition

based velocity field has a 5% error compared to the original (not shown), firstly because of

the inaccurate estimation of velocity derivatives (with central differences), and secondly due

to inaccurate representation of Green’s function in the disconnected spherical domain. We

then derive the low-pass filtered velocity fields from low-pass filtered streamfunction and

velocity potential (using a Gaussian filter). Note that the smallest filter size (full-width-

half-maximum of the Gaussian kernel) is three grid cells, essentially the same size as the

smallest MicroInverse stencil (Fig. 1).
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APPENDIX C

Theoretical diffusivity estimates

a. Sub-gridscale Stirring

We use the mixing length theory to estimate diffusivity by sub-gridscale processes. Mixing

length theory is usually applied in the context of a time or an ensemble average (e.g. Klocker

and Marshall 2014), but we modify it to account for scale dependence by spatially-filtering

observed surface velocity fields (we use the Copernicus-Globcurrent product, see section 2.5

and Appendix b). We define a scale-dependent root mean square velocity as

urmss (h) =

√
[us(h)− us(h)]2 + [vs(h)− vs(h)]2, (C1)

where h denotes the scale of the high-pass spatial filter, subscript s denotes the small scale,

u and v are the two components of the velocity vector, and the over-bar denotes a time

average.

Following mixing length theory (2), one multiplies (C1) with a relevant length scale (Vallis

2006). The naive approach could be to use the filter size h as the length scale. However,

because urmss becomes (locally) constant when h is larger than the largest eddies, the naive

approach would lead to linear scale dependency at large filter sizes. This is clearly unrealistic

(see also Canuto et al. 2019). Here we chose the following, ad-hoc, approach and define the

relevant length scale to be the minimum of h and the observed eddy radius (Lr from the

mesoscale eddy trajectory atlas, Chelton et al. 2011, 1998). Within the 6◦S-6◦N tropical

latitude band, where there are essentially no observed eddies, we use linear interpolation to

estimate Lr. The diffusivity by subgrid-scale stirring is then
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κs(h) ∼ urmss (h) min(h, Lr). (C2)

Equation (C2) lacks a dimensionless constant which we tune in section 4.c.

b. Large Scale Shear

Strain in the flow above scale h also leads to tracer transport at scales below h due to

stirring (Eckart 1948). To capture this effect Le Sommer et al. (2011) propose the following

parametrization based on theory and model simulations:

Kl1(h) ≡

κxl1 κxyl1

κxyl1 κyl1

 ∼ h2

2
(1 + δ)

p ρ

ρ q

 . (C3)

Equation (C3) states that the sub-gridscale diffusivity due to large scale shear is a function

of shear strain ρ = ∂vl
∂x

+ ∂ul
∂y

, normal strain a = ∂ul
∂x
− ∂vl

∂y
, filter size h, and scaled divergence

δ =
∂ul
∂x

+
∂vl
∂y√

ρ2+a2
. Here ul and vl are the two low-pass filtered velocity components. Terms p and

q are combinations of the the two strain terms: p =
√
ρ2 + a2 + a and q =

√
ρ2 + a2 − a.

The drawback of (C3) is that the flow properties close to the filter scale h dominate the

value of Kl1, which leads to underestimation of stirring by scales much larger than h. This is

because divergence, shear, and strain are based on velocity gradients at scale h. To alleviate

this issue we also use an ad-hoc formulation that integrates over the strain and divergence

at different scales:

Kl2(h) ≡

κxl2 κxyl2

κxyl2 κyl2

 ∼ ∫ hmax

h

h[1 + δ(h′)]

p(h′) ρ(h′)

ρ(h′) q(h′)

 dh′, (C4)

where h is the filter size, hmax is the maximum filter size and h′ is the integration variable.

Here, hmax = 15◦ is large enough so that in midlatitudes the magnitude of Kl2 is insensitive
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to small changes in hmax, although in the tropics Kl2 is still increasing with hmax (not

shown).

We show results for the diffusivity magnitude (κl1 = ||Kl1|| =
√
κxl1κ

y
l1 and κl2 = ||Kl2|| =√

κxl2κ
y
l2, from (C3) and (C4), respectively), which we calculate after diagonalising the dif-

fusion tensor (therefore the magnitude is rotation invariant and corresponds to the area

of an ellipse defined by the diagonal components). Similar to (C2), we have left out a

dimensionless constant also from (C3) and (C4). We tune these constants in section 4.c.
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Table 1. List of selected symbols and their definitions

Symbol definition

Kt Diffusion tensor.

Ka The antisymmetric part of Kt.

K The symmetric part of Kt.

κ Magnitude of K.

κSSTA Magnitude of the sea surface temperature based diffu-
sion estimate.

κMITgcm Magnitude of the idealized tracer based diffusion esti-
mate.

κs Magnitude of the theoretical small scale diffusivity esti-
mate (based on mixing length theory).

κl1 Magnitude of the theoretical estimate of sub-grid scale
diffusion due to large scale stirring following Le Sommer
et al. (2011).

κl2 Integral formulation of κl1 designed to capture shear at
scales much larger than the local grid size.

urms Root mean square velocity.

l Generic symbol for a length scale.

leddy Eddy length scale.

h Filter size.

h0 The smallest filter size (Gaussian filter with standard
deviation of 3 grid cells).

∆x, ∆y Grid size of the data-product which the MicroInverse
method uses.

∆xMI , ∆yMI The effective length scale of the MicroInverse diffusivity
estimates (2×∆x, 2×∆y).

x, χ symbol for a tracer field (a vector and a matrix).

B, B̂ Transport operator and its estimate.
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Table 2. The slope exponent n in the κ ∝ ln scaling for l between 40 km and 200 km. The

selected ocean regions are the same as in Figure 3. We estimate n using the Theil-Sen regression

estimate (Theil 1950; Sen 1968) in log-log space for each of the 60 ensemble members (i.e. we

combine the diffusivity estimates that are based on both 10-year long and 5-year long overlapping

data-segments). We then have a 60 member distribution of the slope exponent n from which we

show the 5%, 50%, and 95% percentiles.

Region Source n5% n50% n95%

TROPICAL PACIFIC κSSTA 1.31 1.48 1.51

κMITgcm 1.16 1.18 1.20

TROPICAL INDIAN OCEAN κSSTA 1.22 1.34 1.44

κMITgcm 1.03 1.06 1.10

TROPICAL ATLANTIC κSSTA 1.30 1.48 1.54

κMITgcm 1.02 1.04 1.08

NORTH PACIFIC κSSTA 0.49 0.60 0.74

κMITgcm 0.57 0.63 0.73

NORTH ATLANTIC κSSTA 0.76 0.93 1.11

κMITgcm 0.99 1.05 1.13

SOUTH INDIAN OCEAN κSSTA 0.56 0.61 0.68

κMITgcm 0.88 0.92 0.96

SOUTH ATLANTIC κSSTA 0.65 0.72 0.83

κMITgcm 0.79 0.86 0.95
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the grid used in the inversion and the related length scales. If a data

product has a resolution of ∆x (or ∆y in y direction), the resulting MicroInverse estimate will

have an effective resolution of ∆xMI (∆yMI) because the inversion is based on discretization at

grid resolution.
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Fig. 2. Spatial distribution (a-b) and zonal distribution (d) of κ from MicroInverse at 0.5◦ res-

olution using sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTA; a) and the idealized MITgcm simulations

(b). Red contours in panels a–b show where kinetic energy is 0.25m2s−2. The white shading in each

panel indicates regions where the estimates are not robust as the signal-to-noise ratio (ensemble

median/ensemble standard deviation) is less than 2. Note that all the fields are smoothed with a

0.5◦ wide Gaussian filter. In panel d, the solid line shows the ensemble median zonal median, the

darker narrow shading shows the 5%–95% ensemble spread of the zonal median, and the shading

shows the 25%–75% range in the zonal band of the ensemble median.
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Fig. 3. Scale dependence of diffusivity on length scale (l) for (a) sea surface temperature and

(b) idealized tracer based diffusivity in selected ocean regions (d). The vertical bars in panels a

and b indicate the ensemble spread as follows: solid (dashed) lines use the ensemble with 10-year

(5-year) segments, and thick (thin) lines indicate 25%–75% (5%–95%) percentile range. The black

lines in the background (panels a–c) show the slopes l2/3 (dashed), l (dotted), and l4/3 (solid) for

guidance.
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Fig. 4. Spatial distribution (a-b) and zonal distribution (c) of the slope exponent n in the

κ ∝ ln scaling for l between 40 km and 200 km. Similar to Fig. 2, we show slopes based on

temperature anomalies (SSTA; a) and the idealized MITgcm simulations (b). The white shading

indicates where the estimates are not robust (the ensemble median/ensemble standard deviation

is less than 3). The black contours show the mean eddy size binned to 0.25◦ grid from the eddy-

trajectory atlas (version DT 2.0exp; https://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/en/data/products/

value-added-products/global-mesoscale-eddy-trajectory-product.html). In panel d, the

solid line shows the ensemble median zonal median, the darker narrow shading shows the 5%–95%

ensemble spread of the zonal median and the lighter shading shows the 25%–75% range in the

zonal band. The gray dashed vertical lines show the 2/3, 1, and 4/3 slopes as in Figure 3.
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Fig. 5. Spatial distribution (a–c) and zonal distribution (d) of the magnitude of the theoretical

diffusivity estimates at 0.5 ◦ resolution, similar to Fig 2: (a) sub-gridscale stirring κs from (C2),

(b) shear κl1 from (C3), and (c) large scale shear κl2 from (C4). Red contours in panels a–c show

where kinetic energy is 0.25m2s−2. Here we have scaled κs, κl1, and κl2 according to global linear

fit to κSSTA (see Fig. 6) with the regression slopes: 0.16, 0.08, and 0.04; and biases: 206 m2 s−1,

117 m2 s−1, 60 m2 s−1; respectively. . In panel d, solid lines show the zonal median (same scaling

as above), while the shaded areas show the 25%–75% range in the zonal band.
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Fig. 6. Scatter plot and spatial correlation between MicroInverse diffusivity estimates (Fig. 2)

and linear least squares fit of the theoretical diffusivity estimates (Fig. 5). Color of the dots

indicates the absolute value of the latitude. In addition we show 4 squared (Pearson) correla-

tion coefficients at diferent latitude bands (shown in the subscript). The dashed gray line in the

background shows the 1-to-1 relationship.
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig 3, but for the theoretical diffusivity estimates: (a) sub-gridscale stirring κs

from (C2), (b) shear κl1 from (C3), and (c) large scale shear κl2 from (C4). Here we have applied

the same linear scaling as in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 8. Same as Fig 4 (scales between 40 km and 200 km), except for the theoretical diffusivity

estimates: (a) sub-gridscale stirring κs from (C2), (b) shear κl from (C3), and (c) large scale shear

κl2 from (C4). The white shading indicates regions where the slope is negative. In panel d, the

solid lines show the zonal median and the shaded areas show the 25%–75% range in the zonal band.

The gray dashed vertical lines show the 2/3, 1, and 4/3 slopes as in Figures 3 and 7.
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Fig. 10. Schematic illustration of the large scale shear and sub-gridscale stirring driven mixing.

Large scale shear driven mixing is a self similar in respect to the length scale whereas sub-gridscale

stirring becomes (relatively) less effective as the grid scale is much above the length scale of the

dominating eddy scale.
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